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I, I like ice cream
A kind of smooth kick taste takes away my mind
You, you ain't a better thing
But if you got a big car take me for a ride

Folding my fingers through your hair
Taking my time to look on
Dreaming of white chocolate lotion
I gotta find a better place where I can be another face
And people look on

Take me to sunset park
We'll find a better day somewhere that's far away
Find me at sunset park
Lay back and make believe we can be anything
We're on our own

I, I ain't a jelly bean
A cellophane sun kiss takes away the time
But I, I'm going sugar-free
And when you get to sunset we'll go for a ride

Policemen in bright yellow raincoats
Waving the children goodbye
So I buy a dream with a short note
I gotta find a better place where I can be another face
And people look on

Take me to sunset park
We'll find a better day somewhere that's far away
Find me at sunset park
Lay back and make believe we can be anything
We're on our own

Taken by surprise on this occasion
You left me for a sharper man than me
Ice cream, daydream, far away from here

Take me to sunset park
We'll find a better day somewhere that's far away
Find me at sunset park
Lay back and make believe we can be anything
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We're on our own

Take me to sunset park
Find me at sunset park
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